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1 Introduction 
Aurora Solar Inc. is building a cloud-based optimization platform to automate the design, 
engineering, and permit generation process of solar photovoltaic (PV) installations. They 
requested that the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) validate the performance of 
the PV system performance simulation engine of Aurora Solar’s solar design platform, Aurora. 
In previous work, NREL performed a validation of multiple other PV modeling tools [1], so this 
study builds upon that work by examining all of the same fixed-tilt systems with available 
module datasheets that NREL selected and used in the aforementioned study. Aurora Solar set up 
these three operating PV systems in their modeling platform using NREL-provided system 
specifications and concurrent weather data. NREL then verified the setup of these systems, ran 
the simulations, and compared the Aurora-predicted performance data to measured performance 
data for those three systems, as well as to performance data predicted by other PV modeling 
tools. 

2 Methodology 
Aurora Solar and NREL modeled three PV systems using the Aurora platform: 

Table 1: Systems Modeled by Aurora Solar in Aurora 

System Size Type Location Year 
Modeled 

RSF1 385 kW Fixed tilt Golden, CO 2011 

RSF2 408 kW Fixed tilt Golden, CO 2012 

Visitor Parking 524 kW Fixed tilt Golden, CO 2012 

 
Aurora Solar used system specifications and concurrent weather data provided by NREL to 
model these systems; see [2] for more detailed system specifications. NREL then verified the 
setup of these three systems in Aurora’s platform, ran the simulations within the Aurora 
platform, and used the resulting hourly Aurora-predicted performance data in this validation 
study. NREL also verified that the transposition model and module model type were consistent 
with the methodology of the previous validation study. 

The same validation methodology that was used in [1] was applied to the current study. In 
summary, systems were modeled as closely as possible using high-quality measured concurrent 
weather data as an input. Quality-control procedures had been implemented in the previous study 
to remove hours affected by sensor errors, component downtime, system downtime, nighttime 
hours, and hours affected by snow; the same quality-controlled datasets were used in the current 
validation. See [1] and [2] for further methodology detail. 

A crucial aspect of PV modeling is understanding the magnitude of loss assumptions that are 
used by a PV modeling tool to account for phenomena that are not explicitly modeled, such as 
soiling effects, system availability, etc. NREL used all of Aurora Solar’s default loss 
assumptions in these simulations (which are based on the default loss factors in the PVWatts 
tool) except for the availability loss, which was set to 0% because we compared results to data 
that were quality-controlled to remove downtime. This procedure is consistent with the 
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methodology used in [2] to determine loss assumptions, and it results in a total loss assumption 
of 10.5%, compared to Aurora’s usual default loss assumption of 13.2%. 

3 Results 
The results from the Aurora simulations were compared to quality-controlled measured data and 
other PV modeling tools at both annual and hourly timescales. 

3.1 Annual 
The annual error of a PV modeling tool’s prediction quantifies the over- or under-prediction of 
an annual energy estimate compared to measured data for that time period, normalized by the 
measured energy. On an annual basis, Aurora performs similarly to other tools examined in 
previous validation studies. Figure 1 shows Aurora’s annual energy predictions, with its default 
loss assumption of 10.5%, compared to four other tools, also using each tool’s default 
assumptions (a table showing those default losses can be found in [1]).. Aurora compares within 
the same range as the other tools, showing annual error within ±6% of measured data for all three 
systems.  

 
Figure 1: Annual error of tools using default loss assumptions. 

3.2 Hourly 
The normalized root-mean-squared error (RMSE) evaluates the PV modeling tool error on an 
hourly basis; see [2] for the definition of this metric. Aurora’s hourly normalized RMSE falls 
within 4.5% for each of the three systems examined, which is comparable with the other tools 
analyzed in previous validation work using their default losses. To help demonstrate the 
necessity of including some form of losses, several tools were also run with the losses zeroed 
out. As expected, the zero-loss configurations show a higher RMSE than all of the default loss 

[Aurora’s error was ~0% 
for the RSF2 system] 
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configurations (including Aurora) for all three systems. This result is seen because real systems 
do experience the losses that were zeroed out in the zero-loss configurations. 

 
Figure 2: Hourly normalized RMSE of tools. 

4 Conclusions 
Three systems were initially modeled by Aurora Solar, and NREL subsequently verified, 
simulated, and analyzed the simulated performance as compared to measured data and other PV 
modeling tools that had been analyzed in a previous validation study. The Aurora predictions 
were comparable with predictions by other PV modeling tools, achieving an annual error within 
±6% and an hourly normalized RMSE within 4.5% for the three systems simulated. The Aurora 
predictions compare more closely with the default loss configurations of other tools, rather than 
the zero-loss configurations, which is the expected result. 

Because only three systems were analyzed in this study, this serves as a good preliminary 
validation of the Aurora platform, but more extensive validation with additional systems and a 
greater variety of system locations, types, and other aspects could provide additional information 
about the strengths and weaknesses of this PV modeling engine. This study does not comment on 
the usability of the product.  
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